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of the second. The third in this case makes ax it a little more obvious that

it is & rev relative. The second. you might interpret as not a relative but t#-

since you don't have any --you could say . give a ringing cry , 0 barren one,

You have not baine. B that would read right straigh along, but when

it is she has not borne , then it is She has not borne, then it makes it quit.

definite, that it isa relative . It is not imperfect. It is not you. xq

who does not now, bare, it is you who has never borne. And that is hard, to

reconcile with physical Israel or with the continuing olive tree, this is

dfflnitelya the new Gentile ...4- you ...there again you have the third. person.

It is a relative clause exactly parallel to the vious. you who she has not

..which is an ..but it is often used. in Childbirth. Literally it is ..I dontt

think you cani t say there are many. Because that is simply an attributive adj.

--that would come after ...this comes before. It would. have toim ....so many

are ...the sons of a desolate woman ...the sons of onewe- who she is not desolate

desolate necessarily, xshe has more children. So it can be one who is desolate,

and, here are the things ..rnan±y arethe sons of the woman and then what is

your next Min. Yes, that may be a warrait to say ...the children of the desolate

ones are more numerous than many more ,..Yes, well, now, if you took that as

children of one who is desolate or more than ones /who aren't ...if you say

children .ea- The sons of a desolate woman are the sons of a woman who has been

desolate. bhe is not desolate necessarily when she has k more eiildren. .S.

It can be one who is desolate or wee one who has been desolate, many are the

eons of the woman who has been desolate. Then what is your next min. Yes,

tkat would give you vt- warrant to say- more. Chittren of the desolate

ones are more ubee mimsrous...yes, well, now, if you took that as t o cnild.

ran of the one who is desolate than the ones that ...we now, ifyou, say children

of one who was desolate are ..they are not more. wh1le she is d.eeôlate than,
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